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Abstract. We give a bound on the sizes of two sets of vertices at a given minimum distance in a graph in terms
of polynomials and the Laplace spectrum of the graph. We obtain explicit bounds on the number of vertices at
maximal distance and distance two from a given vertex, and on the size of two equally large sets at maximal
distance. For graphs with four eigenvalues we ﬁnd bounds on the number of vertices that are not adjacent to a
given vertex and that have ¹ common neighbours with that vertex. Furthermore we ﬁnd that the regular graphs
for which the bounds are tight come from association schemes.
Keywords: eigenvalue of graph, association scheme
1. Introduction
In an earlier paper by van Dam and Haemers [6], a bound on the sizes of two sets of vertices
at a given minimum distance in a graph in terms of polynomials and the spectrum of the
graph was derived. The problem is to choose good polynomials. This problem arose in [3,
6, 10] where the diameter of a graph is bounded in terms of its eigenvalues. Chung et al. [3]
and van Dam and Haemers [6] used Chebyshev polynomials, while Fiol et al. [10] looked
at the best possible polynomials.
Here we shall use the tool of van Dam and Haemers for other purposes than bounding the
diameterofagraph. Weshallderiveanumberofnewresults, i.e., boundsonspecialsubsets
in terms of the Laplace eigenvalues, always by considering the optimal polynomials, thus
illustrating the strength of the used technique. We obtain an upper bound on the number of
vertices at maximal distance, and a lower bound on the number of vertices at distance two
from a given vertex. For graphs with four eigenvalues we prove a more general result. Here
we shall bound the number of vertices n3 that are not adjacent to a given vertex and have
a ﬁxed number ¹ of common neighbours with that vertex, in terms of the spectrum and ¹,
and we characterize the case of equality. This particular number n3 plays an important role
in a characterization of the graphs in a three-class association scheme (cf., [5]), and our
bound is evidence for a conjecture on this number.
Another application of our tool gives bounds on the size of two equally large sets of
vertices at maximal distance, or distance at least two (i.e., with no edges in between). The
latter has applications for the bandwidth of a graph. Here we also ﬁnd graphs (including
some strongly regular graphs) for which the bound is tight.P1: SMA
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The Laplace spectrum of a graph is the spectrum of its Laplace matrix. This is a square
matrix Q indexed by the vertices, with Qxx Ddx, the degree of x, and Qxy D¡ 1i fxand y
are adjacent, and Qxy D 0i fxand y are not adjacent. If the graph is regular of degree k,
thenits(adjacency)eigenvalues¸i anditsLaplaceeigenvaluesµi arerelatedbyµi D k¡¸i.
In this paper we use the method of interlacing eigenvalues. For this we refer to the paper
byHaemers[11]. Fordistance-regulargraphsandassociationschemeswerefertothebook
by Brouwer et al. [1].
2. The tools
Thenexttheorem,whichisourmaintool,isatheorembyvanDamandHaemers[6],except
that here the Laplace matrix instead of the adjacency matrix is used.
Theorem 2.1 Let G be a connected graph on v vertices with r C 1 distinct Laplace
eigenvalues 0 D µ0 <µ 1<¢¢¢<µ r. Let m be a nonnegative integer and let X and Y be
sets of vertices, such that the distance between any vertex of X and any vertex of Y is at least
m C 1. If p is a polynomial of degree m such that p.0/ D 1; then
jXjjYj




Proof: Let G have Laplace matrix Q, then p.Q/xy D0 for all vertices x 2 X and y 2 Y.
Without loss of generality we assume that the ﬁrst jXj rows of Q correspond to the vertices
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Note that M is symmetric, has row and column sums equal to 1, and its spectrum is
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eigenvalues of B interlace those of M (cf., [11]), we have that
¸1.B/ · ¸1.M/ · max
i6D0
jp.µi/j;
and the theorem follows. 2
To obtain the sharpest bound we have to minimize maxfjp.µi/jji 6D 0g over all polyno-
mials p of degree m such that p.0/ D 1. This problem occurred in earlier papers [3, 6, 10]
to obtain bounds on the diameter of graphs. In the ﬁrst two papers Chebyshev polynomials
were used, which are good but not optimal. In the more recent paper by Fiol et al. [10]
the optimal polynomials were investigated. The problem in fact is one from the theory of
uniform approximations of continuous functions (cf., [2, 13]).
Let S be a compact set of real numbers and let C(S) be the set of continuous functions
on S to the reals. Let f 2 C.S/, with uniform norm
k f k1 D max
z2S
j f .z/j:




k f ¡ wk1 Dkf¡w ¤k 1:
The set of critical points of a function is the set E. f; S/ Df z2Sjkfk 1 Dj f . z / jg.
The sign of z 6D 0 is deﬁned by sgn(z/ D zjzj¡1 (sgn(0)D0). Now we have the following
characterization of best approximations (cf., [13]).
Lemma 2.2 The function w¤ is a best approximation of f if and only if there are distinct
points z1;:::;zt 2E.f¡w¤;S/;andpositivenumbers®1;:::;® tsuchthatforallw 2 W
t X
iD1
®i sgn. f .zi/ ¡ w¤.zi//w.zi/D0;
where t · n C 1.P1: SMA
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i C¢¢¢Cp 1µ i C1
¯
¯;
sowewantabestapproximationofthefunction¡1onSDf µ 1;:::;µ rgfromW Dfwj w.z/
D pmzm C ¢¢¢ Cp 1zg;which is an m-dimensional subspace of C(S). It follows that p(z)
is the unique optimal polynomial if and only if there are z j 2f µ i jiD1 ;:::;rg;j D
1;:::;mC1;such that z1 < z2 < ¢¢¢<zmC1;and p(z j) is alternating §maxfjp.µi/jji
6D 0g (cf., [13, Theorem 2.8 and 2.10]). It also follows that we must have z1 D µ1 and
zmC1 D µr.F o rmD2, where we have to ﬁnd the optimal quadratic polynomial, it is easily
veriﬁed that we have to take z2 D µh; the Laplace eigenvalue closest to 1
2.µ1 C µr/. In the
general case it follows (cf., [2, Theorem 7.1.6]) that there is a subset T of f1;:::;rgof size









where cT is such that p.0/D1, is the unique optimal polynomial. Now let Pm be the set
of polynomials of degree m such that p.0/D1, then it follows that jcTjDminp2Pm maxi6D0
jp.µi/j.














Now it follows that jcT 0j·j c Tj , and so jcTj·maxT 0½f1;:::;rg;jT 0jDmC1 jcT 0j·j c Tj :Thus we












3. The number of vertices at maximal distance and distance two
It is well known that ifa graphhasr C1 distinctadjacencyeigenvalues, then it hasdiameter
at most r. The same holds for the Laplace spectrum, and this result can be derived quite
easily from Theorem 2.1. Using the results of the previous section we ﬁnd a bound on the
number of vertices that are at maximal distancer from a ﬁxed vertex. By Gi we denote the
distance i graph of G.
Theorem 3.1 Let G be a connected graph on v vertices with r C 1 distinct Laplace
eigenvalues 0 D µ0 <µ 1<¢¢¢<µ r. Let x be an arbitrary vertex, and let kr be the numberP1: SMA
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If equality holds for every vertex, then Gr is a strongly regular .v;kr;¸;¸/graph. If G
is a distance-regular graph with diameter r such that Gr is a strongly regular .v;kr;¸;¸/
graph then the bound is tight for every vertex.
Proof: Take X Df x g , and let Y be the set of vertices at distance r from x. Now take
the optimal polynomial of degree r ¡1 given in the previous section, with ° Dj c Tj ¡ 1and
apply Theorem 2.1, then the bound follows. If the bound is tight, then it follows that in the
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g v ¡ 1 ¡ kr;
g kr
where a D 1=.v ¡kr), is regularly partitioned with S12 and S22 having the same row sums.
If the bound is tight for every vertex, then it follows that J ¡.v¡kr/p.Q/ is the adjacency
matrix of Gr, and that this graph is a strongly regular .v;kr;¸;¸/graph.
On the other hand, if G is a distance-regular graph with diameter r such that Gr is a






; where ° ¡1 D max
i6D0
jp.µi/j;
for some polynomial p of degree r ¡ 1 such that p.0/ D 1. Because of the optimality of
the bound this sufﬁces to prove that the bound is tight for every vertex. Now assume that G
has degree k, then its Laplace eigenvalues µi and its adjacency eigenvalues ¸i are related by
¸i D k ¡ µi. Furthermore, let A be the adjacency matrix of G, and let Ai be the adjacency
matrix of the distance i graph Gi of G. Since G is distance-regular, there is a polynomial
q of degree r ¡ 1 such that
q.A/ D .J ¡ Ar/=.v ¡ kr/ D .Ar¡1 C¢¢¢CACI/=.v ¡ kr/;
and then q.k/D1. Now, let p.z/Dq.k ¡ z/. We have that Gr is a strongly regular .v;kr;
¸;¸/ graph, and such a graph has (adjacency) eigenvalues kr and §
p
kr.v ¡ kr/=.v ¡ 1/.P1: SMA
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.v ¡ 1/.v ¡ kr/
;
which proves the claim. 2
A side result of Theorem 3.1 is that if v<1C°, so that kr < 1; then the diameter of G
is at most r ¡ 1, which was already found by van Dam and Haemers [6, Theorem 2.5].
Examples of graphs for which the bound is tight for every vertex are given by the two-
antipodal distance-regular graphs, with kr D 1( G rbeing a disjoint union of edges). Other
examplesaregivenbytheOddgraphonsevenpoints(k3 D18)andthegeneralizedhexagons
GH.q;q/.k3 Dq5/.I fGis a connected regular graph with four eigenvalues then we can
also prove that a tight bound for every vertex implies distance-regularity, but we shall prove
this in more generality in the next section.
Remark By taking r D 2 in Theorem 3.1, we see that the bound is tight for strongly
regular .v;k;¸ 0;¸ 0C2/graphs. Using results from [7, Theorem 2.1], it is not hard to show
that for any connected graph with three Laplace eigenvalues the bound also follows from
the parameter restrictions of such a graph. It is interesting to note that the bound is tight for
some vertex if and only if G comes from a polarity in a symmetric design with at least one
absolute point. The absolute points correspond to the vertices for which the bound is tight.
For graphs with four eigenvalues, the upper bound for k3 gives a lower bound for k2,
the number of vertices at distance 2 from x, since k2 D v ¡ 1 ¡ dx ¡ k3, where dx is the
vertexdegreeof x. Thislowerboundgeneralizestographswithmorethanfoureigenvalues,
since we can bound the number of vertices k3C at distance at least three, using the optimal
quadratic polynomial. By G1;2 we denote the graph on the same vertices as G, where two
vertices are adjacent if they have distance 1 or 2 in G.
Theorem 3.2 Let G be a connected graph on v vertices with r C 1 ¸ 4 distinct Laplace
eigenvalues 0 D µ0 <µ 1<¢¢¢ <µ r;and let µh be an eigenvalue unequal to µ1 and µr;
which is closest to 1
2.µ1 C µr/. Let x be an arbitrary vertex with vertex degree dx; and let
k2;x be the number of vertices at distance 2 from x. Then














If equality holds for every vertex, then the distance 1 or 2 graph G1;2 of G is a strongly
regular .v;dx C k2;x;¸ 0;¸ 0 C2/graph. If G is a distance-regular graph such that the
distance 1 or 2 graph G1;2 of G is a strongly regular .v;k C k2;¸ 0;¸ 0C2/graph then the
bound is tight for every vertex.
Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1. Here equality for every vertex
implies that “the distance at least 3 graph” G3C is a strongly regular .v;k3C;¸;¸/graph,P1: SMA
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and so G1;2 is a strongly regular .v;dx C k2;x;¸ 0;¸ 0C2/graph. Note that in that case G
must have diameter 3 or 4. 2
Examples for r D 3 for which this bound is tight were already given above. We do not
know of any graph with more than four eigenvalues for which the bound is tight.
4. Special subsets in graphs with four eigenvalues
In a graph with four eigenvalues being at distance 3 is the same as being nonadjacent and
having no common neighbours. The purpose of this section is to generalize the bound on
the number of vertices k3 at distance 3 from a vertex x to a bound on the number of vertices
n3 that are not adjacent to x and have¹common neighbours with x. Here the reader should
keep in mind the analogue of the generalization of distance-regular graphs with diameter
three to three-class association schemes. The question of bounding n3 was raised after we
characterized, among the regular graphs with four eigenvalues, the graphs in a three-class
association scheme as those graphs for which n3 equals g.6;¹/, for every vertex, for
some ¹. Here g.6;¹/ is a (rather complicated) function of the spectrum 6 of the graph
and ¹ [5]. This result in fact is a generalization of a characterization of distance-regular
graphs with diameter 3 [8]. Furthermore, it turned out that if g.6;¹/ is a nonnegative
integer then n3 is at most g.6;¹/. We think that the integrality condition can be dropped,
but are (so far) unable to prove so. Still, our bound is close, giving some evidence for the
conjecture.
Let us deﬁne G¹ as the graph on the same vertices as G, where two vertices are adjacent
if in G they are not adjacent, and have ¹ common neighbours. Let G:¹ be the graph
with two vertices being adjacent if in G they are not adjacent, and do not have ¹ common
neighbours.
Theorem 4.1 Let G be a connected graph on v vertices with four distinct Laplace eigen-
values 0 D µ0 <µ 1<µ 2<µ 3 . Let ¹ be a nonnegative integer, let x be an arbitrary
vertex, and let n3 be the number of vertices that are not adjacent to x and have ¹ common






;w here ° D
8
> > > > > > > > <
> > > > > > > > :
2.µ1µ3 ¡ v¹/
.µ3 ¡ µ2/.µ2 ¡ µ1/
C 1 if v¹·µ1µ2 or µ2µ3 <v¹;
2.µ2µ3 ¡ v¹/
.µ3 ¡ µ1/.µ1 ¡ µ2/
C 1 if µ1µ2 <v ¹·µ 1µ 3;
2 .µ1µ2 ¡ v¹/
.µ2 ¡ µ3/.µ3 ¡ µ1/
C 1 if µ1µ3 <v ¹·µ 2µ 3:
If equality holds for every vertex, then G¹ is a strongly regular .v;n3;¸;¸/graph. If G is
regular then equality holds for every vertex if and only if G, G¹ and G:¹ form a three-class
association scheme and G¹ is a strongly regular .v;n3;¸;¸/graph.P1: SMA
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Proof: Here we use a slight variation to the interlacing technique we used before. Let
p.z/ D p2z2 C p1z C p0 be a quadratic polynomial such that p.0/ D 1 C p2v¹. Let Q
be the Laplace matrix of G, then .p2.Q2 ¡ ¹J/ C p1Q C p0I/xy D 0 for all vertices y
that are not adjacent to x and have ¹ common neighbours with x. If we replace p.Q/ by
p2.Q2 ¡ ¹J/ C p1Q C p0I in the proof of Theorem 2.1, then the matrix M has row and
column sums equal to 1, and spectrum f§1g[f §p .µi/ j i D 1;2;3g with corresponding






; where ° ¡1 D max
i6D0
jp.µi/j:
So here the sharpest bound is obtained by minimizing maxfjp.µi/jji6D 0g over all
polynomials p.z/ D p2z2 C p1z C p0 such that p.0/ D 1 C p2v¹.F o r¹D0 we know
the solution: there is a unique optimal polynomial p, and p.µ1/ D¡ p .µ2/ D p.µ3/.I n
general the situation is more complicated. We shall see that the polynomial is not always
unique anymore. However, we can use Lemma 2.2 to optimize our bound explicitly. Note
that in order to characterize the case of equality, we need to be sure that the bound we ﬁnd
is indeed derived with the best possible polynomial. After substitution of p.0/ D 1C p2v¹














so we are looking for a best approximation of the function ¡1o nSDf µ 1 ;µ 2;µ 3gfrom
W Df wjw.z/ D p2.z2 Cv¹/C p1zg; which is a two-dimensional subspace of C.S/.
Now suppose we have a best approximation w¤ (these always exist), and suppose that
it has one critical point .t D1/, say µi. Then it follows from the lemma that for all w 2
W;w.µ i/D0, which implies that µi D 0, a contradiction.
Now suppose that it has two critical points µi and µj, with si D sgn.w¤.µi/ C 1/ and




















Setting p2 D 0g i v e s® is iµ iC®jsjµj D0 ;from which we ﬁnd that si D¡ s j. Then we also
ﬁnd by setting p1 D 0 and using the derived equation, that .µ2
i C v¹/µj D .µ2
j C v¹/µi;
which is equivalent to v¹D µiµj. Using that w¤.µi/ C 1 D¡ .w¤.µj/ C 1/, we ﬁnd that in




Note that here the optimal polynomial is not unique, in fact there are inﬁnitely many.
Next, consider the case that all three eigenvalues µi are critical points with si D











®isiµi D 0;P1: SMA
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which is equivalent to
®1s1.µ3 ¡ µ1/.µ1µ3 ¡ v¹/C®2s2.µ3 ¡ µ2/.µ2µ3 ¡ v¹/ D 0;
®3s3.µ3 ¡ µ1/.µ1µ3 ¡ v¹/C®2s2.µ2 ¡ µ1/.µ1µ2 ¡ v¹/ D 0:
So it follows that if v ¹<µ 1 µ 2or v ¹>µ 2 µ 3 ;then s1 D¡s 2D s 3 :Now the optimal
polynomial is uniquely determined giving optimal value
.µ3 ¡ µ2/.µ2 ¡ µ1/
j2.µ1µ3 ¡ v¹/C.µ3 ¡ µ2/.µ2 ¡ µ1/j
:
Similarly we ﬁnd that if µ1µ2 <v ¹<µ 1µ 3;then ¡s1 D s2 D s3 and if µ1µ3 <v ¹<µ 2µ 3,
then s1 D s2 D¡ s 3 , giving similar expressions as above for the optimal value. It is no
surprise that the optimal value is a continuous function of ¹. Thus we ﬁnd the “optimal”
bound.
If for every vertex the bound is tight, then it follows (similarly as before) that J ¡ .v ¡
n3/.p2.Q2 ¡ ¹J/ C p1Q C p0I/ is the adjacency matrix of G¹ and that this graph is a
strongly regular .v;n3;¸;¸/graph. Moreover, if G is regular, then we have to prove that
we have a three-class association scheme. To show this, suppose that G is regular with
degree k and adjacency matrix A. Furthermore, let A3 be the adjacency matrix of G¹, and
A2 D J ¡ I ¡ A ¡ A3 be the adjacency matrix of G:¹.A s QD kI ¡ A, it follows
that A3; A2 2h A 2 ;A ;I ;J i , the adjacency algebra A of G. Since G is regular with four
eigenvalues, it follows that A3 2 A. This implies that hA3; A2; A; IiDA , and so G, G¹
and G:¹ form a three-class association scheme.
On the other hand, if G is a graph with four eigenvalues such that G, G¹ and G:¹ form
a three-class association scheme and G¹ is a strongly regular .v;n3;¸;¸/graph then the
bound is tight for every vertex. The proof is similar to the situation in the previous section.
Here we have to show that the bound is tight for some polynomial p.z/ D p2z2 C p1z C p0
such that p.0/ D 1 C p2v¹. Now there are q2, q1 and q0 such that .J ¡ A3/=.v ¡ n3/ D
q2.A2¡¹J/Cq1ACq0I:Ifwenowtakeq.z/Dq2z2 Cq1z Cq0;thenitfollowsbytaking
row sums in the matrix equation that q.k/ D 1Cq2v¹, and by taking p.z/ D q.k ¡z/,w e
ﬁnd the required polynomial .note that p2 D q2/. It gives a tight bound, which is proven
similarly as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 2
Examples of graphs for which the bound is tight, and ¹ 6D 0, are given by the line graph
of the Petersen graph .¹ D 1;n3 D 8/, the Johnson graph J.7;3/. ¹D4 ;n 3D18/, the
distance two graph of the generalized hexagon GH.q;q/. ¹Dq 3Cq 2¡q¡1 ;n 3Dq 5/
and several graphs in the association schemes that are obtained by Hoffman-colorings in
strongly regular .v;n3;¸;¸/graphs (cf., [5]).
The bound, in general, does not prove the conjecture mentioned in the beginning of





5]7g. After rounding the numbers, the bound gives n3 · 2;15;3;1;0;0 for
¹ D 0;1;2;3;4;5; respectively. The conjectured bounds, however, are 2;14;2;0;0;0;
respectively. There is precisely one graph with the given spectrum (cf., [9]), for which
every vertex has n3 D 1;12;1;0;0;0; respectively.P1: SMA
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5. Equally large sets at maximal distance
In case we have two equally large sets at maximal distance, we derive the following from
Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 5.1 Let G be a connected graph on v vertices with r C 1 distinct Laplace
eigenvalues 0 D µ0 <µ 1<¢¢¢<µ r. Let X1 and X2 be sets of vertices of size ·; such that












If the bound is tight then again we must have tight interlacing in Theorem 2.1, and so the
partition of M is regular. It now follows that the partition of p.Q/ induced by the partition








v¡· 1 ¡ ·
v¡· 0
·















If we have only three Laplace eigenvalues then Theorem 5.1 states that if we have two sets






for any connected graph with r C 1 distinct Laplace eigenvalues. Here we have to use the
ﬁrst degree polynomial p.z/ D 1 ¡ 2z=.µ1 C µr/. This method was used by Haemers [11]
to ﬁnd a bound due to Helmberg et al. [12] on the bandwidth of a graph. If the bound on







2.µ1 ¡ µr/µ r ¡ µ 1
1





Thus a necessary condition for tightness is that µr ¡ µ1 is an even integer.
Connected graphs with three Laplace eigenvalues have a nice combinatorial characteri-
zation. They are the connected graphs with constant ¹ and N ¹; that is, any two vertices that
are not adjacent have ¹ common neighbours, and in the complement of the graph any two
vertices that are not adjacent have N ¹ common neighbours. Moreover, in such a graph only
two vertex degrees can occur, and the regular ones are precisely the strongly regular graphs
(cf., [7]).P1: SMA
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Families of (strongly regular) graphs for which we have a tight bound are given by the
complete multipartite graphs Km£n for even n, with · · 1
2n, the triangular graphs T.n/ for
even n, with · · .
1
2n
2 /; and the lattice graphs L2.n/ for even n, with · · .1
2n/2. Checking
the list of feasible parameter sets in [7], it follows that besides the mentioned graphs, the
only connected graphs with three Laplace eigenvalues on at most 27 vertices for which the
bound can be tight are the graphs obtained from polarities in 2-.15;8;4/;2-.16;6;2/ and
2-.21;5;1/ designs. A symmetric design has a polarity if and only if it has a symmetric
incidence matrix, and then we consider the graph which has the incidence matrix minus its


















































































are incidence matrices of 2-(16, 6, 2) designs with a polarity, and we obtain graphs with
Laplace spectrum f[8]m;[4]15¡m, [0]1g for m D 5;6;7;8; and 9. For these graphs we have
· · 4; and the bound is tight, as we can see from the matrices. The regular graphs in this
example are the Clebsch graph and the lattice graph L2(4). The only other regular graph
obtained from a 2-(16, 6, 2) design with a polarity is the Shrikhande graph, and also here
the bound is tight. The triangular graph T(6) is an (the only regular) example obtained
from a 2-(15, 8, 4) design with a polarity, and it has tight bound · · 3. Furthermore, there
are precisely two graphs that can be obtained from a polarity in the 2-(21, 5, 1) design (the
projective plane of order 4), and for both graphs the bound · · 6 is tight.
Besidesthegraphswealreadymentioned,thereareonlytwootherstronglyregulargraphs
on at most 35 vertices for which the bound is tight: these are two of the three Chang graphs.
These graphs have the same spectrum as and are obtained from switching in the triangular
graph T(8). The one that is obtained from switching with respect to a 4-coclique and the
one that is obtained from switching with respect to an 8-cycle have a tight bound, the one
that is obtained from switching with respect to the union of a 3-cycle and a 5-cycle not.
Next, consider the connected regular graphs with four eigenvalues. Whenever G is a
2-antipodal distance-regular graph with diameter 3, so that it has eigenvalues k >¸ 1>P1: SMA
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¸2 D¡ 1>¸ 3, with ¸1¸3 D¡ k ;then G~Jn .the graph with vertex set V £f 1 ;:::;ng;
where V isthevertexsetof G, andwheretwodistinctvertices.v;i/and.w; j/areadjacent
if and only if v D w or v and w are adjacent in G/ is a connected regular graph with four
eigenvalues (cf., [4]), for which the bound · · n is tight. Checking the list of feasible
parameter sets in [9], it follows that the only other examples of regular graphs with four
eigenvalues on at most 30 vertices, for which the bound is tight, are given by the four
incidence graphs of 2-(15, 8, 4) designs, which all have a tight bound · · 3. The problem
of ﬁnding two sets of size 3 at distance 3 is equivalent to ﬁnding three points all of which
are incident with three blocks in the corresponding complementary 2-(15, 7, 3) designs.
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